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Why Accounting for Ecosystems? 

• Natural resource/services loss

• Biodiversity loss

• Climate change and adaptation 

issues

• Desertification

• Water disturbance, droughts, 

• Little liability of the economy  to its 
impacts on ecosystems 

= No depreciation of the ecosystem capital in 
accounting books

= Unpaid monetary costs (either avoidance, 
restoration or offset…)

= Unrecorded ecological debts and related 
financial risks

Ecosystem degradation impacts and associated socio-economic issues

• Water disturbance, droughts, 

floods

• Exposure of population and 

economic assess to natural risks

financial risks

 Food (in)security 

 Health issues (clean water, clean urban 
air…)

 Un-sustainable economic growth

 Ecosystem  degradation

Provide policy and economy decision makers data on their impacts on 

ecosystem in the format that they use to assess their performance : accounts
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Why ecosystem and biodiversity values are not (yet?) properly 

recorded in accounting books

Ecosystems ARE AT THE SAME TIME:

– Natural resource, assets and services which can be exploited for production and 

profit as private or common goods: crops, timber …

AND

– Public goods, living systems: ecosystem capacity to renew  according to structure and 

functions, integrity, productivity, fertility, health, resilience, biodiversity …
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Ecosystem Capital = [Assets&Services] AND [Living Systems]

More than an 

addition

ASSETS & SERVICES

(the resource)

STRUCTURES, FUNCTIONS & HEALTH

(the public good)  
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Why ecosystem and biodiversity values are not (yet?) properly 

recorded in accounting books

Ecosystems ARE AT THE SAME TIME:

– Natural resource which can be exploited for production and profit as private or 

common goods: crops, timber, fish, assets, services…

AND

– Public goods: ecosystem capacity to renew : structure and functions, integrity, 

productivity, fertility, health, resilience, biodiversity …

For the economy, publics goods are EXTERNALITIES. 

They are external to accounting books. Their degradation is not valued in money. When public 

goods are degraded, no economic loss is recorded. 

Only resource depletion is recorded in financial accounting standards; it is not even recorded 

in the UN System of National Accounts 2008! 

“For the economy, profits are private and costs are public” 

(The Norwegian Minister of Environment at CBD COP10 in Aichi-Nagoya, 2010)
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Accounting for what? Ecosystem  Capital Degradation & Depreciation 

• Capital goods last several years. Depreciation is the way to estimate annual consumption 

of capital and make provisions for replacement at the end of life. 

Value of Commodities = Intermediate Consumption + Labor Costs + Taxes + Financial Costs + 

Consumption of Capital (or Capital Depreciation) + Entrepreneur’s Profit

• Consumption of Fixed economic Capital (CFC) or Capital Depreciation (ED) are subtracted 

from receipts (Product, Revenue…) to calculate Net Income. Net Income is what we can 

spend without becoming poorer (J.R. Hicks) 

• Consumption of Ecosystem Capital (CEC) or Ecosystem Capital Depreciation (ECD) 

happens when physical degradation results from productive use.  CEC or ECD are not 

recorded in accounting books. They are externalities, they are unpaid cost.  

• Degradation is measured in physical terms

• Depreciation is measured in money by restoration costs needed to offset degradation, 

where it happens or if it is not possible, in another place (compensation, mitigation)
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Ecosystem capital accounting and ecological governance

Policy responses to ecosystem degradation are currently:

• Regulation: protection of areas, restrictions of use, penalties 

• Taxation of resource use

• Incentives to good practices, subsidies…

They are needed but insufficient internalization of externalities

Accounting for ecosystem degradation offers new levers for action:

• A comprehensive overview of the situation: spatial comparisons, trends analysis

• Incorporation of ecosystem physical degradation into accounting standards, a • Incorporation of ecosystem physical degradation into accounting standards, a 
warning

• A way forward to incorporating ecosystem depreciation into accounts, hence 
calculating the complete price of our consumption.

Note: while conventional measures impose various constraints on producers’ decisions, 
recording ecosystem degradation and depreciation sets only one target which is : 

NO NET ECOSYSTEM CAPITAL DEGRADATION. 

It is then up to the producers to make their own economic choices regarding their stated 
and measured liability to the public good.
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A constant, growing, interest to natural capital accounting

• A long history… 

• The SEEA process, CF and EEA: broadening the scope of national accounts

• The CBD Aichi Target 2, to incorporate biodiversity into decision processes

• The IPCC guidelines for “carbon” accounting to support climate change policies

• A novel policy view: How to measure the “2°C” of biodiversity? 

“Meanwhile, science has established the concept of the ‘carbon budget’, which allows “Meanwhile, science has established the concept of the ‘carbon budget’, which allows 

governments and other stakeholders to translate the political ambition into operational 

benchmarks, i.e. achieving zero net emissions by 2040 or thereafter depending on whether 

one aims for 1.5°C or 2°C. 

In the case of biodiversity and other ecosystem services, the world lacks fully integrated, 

science-based analyses to translate politically agreed levels of ambition into operational 

targets at local, national, regional, or global levels.” NatureMap.earth 2019
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The Macro Perspective of Economic-Environmental Accounting

The UN System of 

National Accounts SNA 

2008

Policy targets/ Indicators: 

Macro-economic 

policies, GDP, National 

Policy targets / Indicators:

Resource Efficiency, 

Decoupling

Champions: OECD, 

EC/Eurostat

Policy targets/ Indicators:

Valuation of Ecosystem 

Services, Benefits and 

Losses 

& Inclusive Wealth

Champions: 

World Bank, 

UN SEEA Central 

Framework & policies, GDP, National 

Income, Consumption, 

Investment, Savings, 

Assets and Liabilities...

Champions: IMF, WB, 

OECD, EC, all 

governments...

EC/Eurostat World Bank, 

UNEP/TEEB/VANTAGE

Policy targets / Indicators:

Global Warming 
Mitigation, Commitments, 

“Carbon” Debts and 

Credits, … and SDGs

Champions: UNFCCC, 

WMO, UNEP, OECD, EC

Policy targets/Indicators:

No Net Ecosystem 

Capital Degradation / 

Accountability of 

Economic Sectors

Champions: UNEP, CBD, 

IPBES, UNCCD,UNDP, EC

Framework & 

Experimental Ecosystem 

Accounting 
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ENCA-QSP: A Quick Start Package to support 

the experimentation of the SEEA-Experimental Ecosystem Accounts

• The Ecosystem Natural Capital Accounts manual is 
a response to the requirement of the CBD Aichi 
Target 2 call for incorporating, as appropriate and 
by 2020 at the latest, biodiversity values into 
national accounting.

• A technical accounting framework for measuring 
ecosystem sustainable capacity, resilience and 
economic sectors’ accountability to the 
ecosystem. It includes a set of tables and 
economic sectors’ accountability to the 
ecosystem. It includes a set of tables and 
compilation guidance

• A “distribution” (in the sense used for open 
source software) of the SEEA-EEA, aimed at 
putting it to work

• A Quick Start Package

• Supported by a tutorial for technical training of 
experts (Kangaré)

http://www.ecosystemaccounting.net/
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A Business Perspective to Natural 

Capital Accounting

e.g. by the Natural Capital Coalition

https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/natural-capital-2/

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



A (Green) Finance Perspective to Natural Capital 

Accounting: e.g. NGFS 

and the Issue of Financial Risks (and Opportunities) 

The NGFS aims to contribute to the development 

of environment and climate-related risk 

management in the financial sector. […]

Nevertheless, there are compelling reasons why 

the NGFS should also look at environmental risks 

relevant to the financial system. 
For instance, environmental degradation could cascade to

As of June 11th 2019, the NGFS 

consists of circa 40 central  

banks/ control authorities, 

including European Central Bank, 

The Peoples Bank of China, 

Banque de France, Bank of 

England, Deutsches Bank, Bank 

of Japan, Banco de Mexico etc…

Financial risks linked to the environment are For instance, environmental degradation could cascade to

risks for financial institutions, as reduced availability of

fresh water or a lack of biodiversity could limit the

operations of businesses in a specific region. These could

turn into drivers of financial risks and affect financial

institutions’ exposures to those businesses. Also, it is

important to be aware of potential greater impacts due

to the combined effects of climate and environmental

risks. Against this background, the NGFS expects to

dedicate more resources to the analysis of environmental

risks going forward.

NGFS, April 2019, A call for action: Climate change as a

source of financial risk

Financial risks linked to the environment are 

high on the agenda of  EU Sustainable 

Finance Initiative, UNEP Green Finance, the 

OECD ESG Factors WG, Insurance companies, 

Rating agencies and (big) banks…

Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England 

classifies environmental risks into:
• physical risks (property and trade damage: asset losses and 

loss of investor confidence, increased cost of credit), 

• liability risks (compensation for victims and potential risk 

for the institutions that financed activities complained of) 

• transition risks (effects of changes in policies, technology 

and physical risks on asset values: disruption of business 

models, 
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Financial risks and opportunities

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-

release/2018/10/29/seychelles-launches-worlds-

first-sovereign-blue-bond

Proceeds from the bond will include support for 

the expansion of marine protected areas, 

improved governance of priority fisheries and the 

development of the Seychelles’ blue economy. 

Grants and loans will be provided through the Blue 

Jean-Louis Weber, 03/07/2019 13

Grants and loans will be provided through the Blue 

Grants Fund and Blue Investment Fund, managed 

respectively by the Seychelles’ Conservation and 

Climate Adaptation Trust (SeyCCAT) and the 

Development Bank of Seychelles (DBS).



Various approaches to ecosystem capital accounting 
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Ecosystem Stocks & Flows,

Extent & Condition

Physical ecosystem
Natural & modified inland socio-ecosystems. Sea, 

Atmosphere
Ecosystem services & valuation, 

Market and shadow prices, PES

Costs-Benefits analysis

Wealth assessments

Ecosystem services

Ecosystem carbon, 

biomass

Ecosystem water

Balance,

Sustainable Use Index

Health Index

Balance,

Sustainable Use Index

Health Index

Ecosystem capital 

productivity 

& resilience

Service d: e.g. Fresh water provision/ green water

Service c: e.g. Fresh water provision/ blue water

Service b: e.g. Timber provision

Service a $ valuation

Service c $ valuation

Service a: e.g. Food provision

Service b $ valuation

Service e $ valuation

Service d $ valuation

Service e: e.g. Nutrient cycling

Systems and Services approaches to Natural Capital Accounting

Maintenance & 

Restoration Costs, 

Ecological Taxes, 

Mitigation banking/ 

Offset Certificates

Total Ecosystem Capability 
in ECU currency

(physical unit-equivalent)

Degradation / 

Enhancement

Integrity of ecosystem structures & functions 

(public goods)

Sustainability of ecosystem services delivery

Bundle of 

intangible  

ecosystem 

infrastructure 

functional 

services (indirect 

measurement) 

Balance, 

(systems potential)

Sustainable Use Index

Health Index

(incl. Biodiversity 

change)

Service h: e.g. Water regulation/ floods

Service g: e.g. Water regulation/ purification Service g $ valuation

Service l: e.g. Non-use values

Service j: e.g. Tourism inputs

Service k: e.g. Symbolic values

Service f: e.g. Pollination

Service i: e.g. Recreation

Service f $ valuation

Service h $ valuation

Service i $ valuation

Service j $ valuation

Service k $ valuation

Service l $ valuation
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Stock carried over

Do gains 

compensate 

for 

Natural Capital Accounts: Key concepts

Ecosystem servicesEcosystem services

What is the 

amount of

resource resource flowflow?

Produced 

capital / 

human capital

Ecosystem 

capital,
Ecosystem 

capital,  stock 

BeneficiariesBeneficiaries

(companies, 

households) 

Unpaid 

remediation 

costscosts

Economic activityEconomic activity
$ Benefits$ Benefits

Stock carried over
for 

losses?

(quantity)(quantity)

Loss of stock

e.g. by deforestation 

Gain of stock

e.g. by natural growth, 

afforestation
Has the qualityquality of 

the stock been 

maintained?

Adapted  from Roy Haines-Young, 

Michael Vardon and Lars Hein 

capital,

stock 

at time 1

capital,  stock 

at time 2

Loss of quantity = depletion depletion 

(of a resource)
Loss of quantity and quality 

= degradationdegradation (of a system)
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Value is not just about money…

but this asset is

invaluable = it has 

no monetary value…

…however maintaining the intrinsic value of 

a priceless asset may have a cost

Paid costs of 

maintenance 

Cultural Cultural 

servicesservices, , 

may may 

generate generate 

income…income…

maintenance 

and restoration

Estimated cost of 

not (yet) paid repairs
=

Asset depreciation

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



EcosystemEcosystem

Intrinsic ValueIntrinsic Value

Which Metrics for Accounting? 

Public Good: Public Good: 

Ecosystem Functions Ecosystem Functions 

(regulation of climate and (regulation of climate and 

water, healthy air, water, healthy air, 

biodiversity… and biodiversity… and 

sustainability of services) sustainability of services) 

Metrics Metrics 

==

Ecosystem Ecosystem 

CapabilityCapability

UnitsUnitssustainability of services) sustainability of services) 

Metrics Metrics 

= = 

MoneyMoney

Appropriated Appropriated 

Resource: Resource: 

EconomicEconomic

Natural AssetsNatural Assets

Utilitarian ValueUtilitarian Value

Valued additional Valued additional 

ecosystem servicesecosystem services

Metrics Metrics 

= = 

MoneyMoney
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How does ecosystem capability calculation works?

• Accounts are produced for ecosystem accounting units (also called statistical 

units) defined from spatial analysis

• Quantitative accounts of stocks, of natural flows and of flows of use are 

produced for biocarbon, water and the ecosystem infrastructure.

• Each quantitative account is supplemented with a table presenting indexes of:

– Intensity of use (related to the quantitative account)

– Ecosystem health– Ecosystem health

• These indexes are combined to calculate an average unit values for all ecosystem 

accounting units expressed in Ecosystem Capability Unit (ECU). 

• The 3 stocks of accessible resource are multiplied by their mean unit value 

(“price”). The sum total is the Total Ecosystem Capability (TEC).

• Decrease in TEC is degradation, increase is enhancement.  

• A data model guides accounts compilation

• An IT platform is under development to support applications of ENCA
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ENCA-QSP: spatially defined statistical units for ecosystem accounting 

Biomass/ 

Ecosystem 

carbon

Water resource

Biodiversity and 

Integrity of Landscape, 

Rivers 

and Marine/Coastal 

infrastructures

Total 

Ecosystem 

Capability

(TEC in ECU)

SELU

Land Cover 

Ecosystem Units 

(LCEU) 

River  

reaches

Watersheds 

& Sub-

basins

Land Cover Ecosystem Units 

(LCEU) 

Socio-ecological landscape 

units (SELU), 

Rivers  Systems Units (SRU), 

Marine Coastal Units (MCU)

Lakes, 

Glaciers, 

Wetlands

Soil Units Soil Units Ground-

water 

bodies

SELU

MCU

Watersheds 

& Sub-

basins

ADM Units

Parks…

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



Example of Creation of Ecosystem Accounting Units

(SEEA-ENCA Mauritius experimental accounts 2014)

A land cover map has been produced from the start for:

1. Defining statistical units for accounting (EAU) and

2. Computing the land cover account (next slide)

Dominant land cover types (>50%) River sub-basins

21

Socio-ecological 

landscape units (SELU)

&

Marine Coastal Units (MCU)

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



Total Ecosystem Capability  Total Ecosystem Capability  

Degradation or EnhancementDegradation or Enhancement
(measured in ECU currency) (measured in ECU currency) 

How to Account for Degradation? In Ecosystem Capability Units (ECU)

• ENCA-QSP : integration of ecosystem capital with a composite index called 
Ecosystem Capability Unit Ecosystem Capability Unit (ECU). ECUECU is a currency to measure intrinsic value. 

• Each stock of accessible resource is valued in ECU. The sum total is the Total 
Ecosystem Capability of a given ecosystem accounting unit.

(measured in ECU currency) (measured in ECU currency) 

Addition is  Addition is  

limited or  limited or  

impossible  impossible  

Composite Composite 

IndexIndex

==

ECUECU

Resilience / Health 

Index
Sustainable Use 

Index

Resilience / Health 

Index
Sustainable Use 

Index

Resilience / Health 

Index
Sustainable Use 

Index

Ecosystem 

Infrastructure/ 

Biodiversity Balance

(weighted ha or km)

Water Balance

(1000 m3)

Carbone Balance

(tonnes) 

IndexesIndexes
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Satellite imagesSatellite images

SocioSocio--economiceconomic

data and data and statisticsstatistics

(by (by regionsregions))

Classify, Classify, 

aggregateaggregate

& map& map

Data input

Data assimilation

(e.g. within 

1 ha or 1 km2 grids)

Accounts integration, 

analysis & reporting at 

various scales

Disaggregate & Disaggregate & 

mapmap

Data QA/QC, 

analysis &  

processing
 

Analyse & Analyse & 
GeneralisedGeneralised

monitoring monitoring 



The ENCA-QSP Data Model: Assimilation & Integration of Statistics and Geo-Data

Data extraction

HotspotsHotspots

ExtrapolateExtrapolate

Overlay & Overlay & 

integrateintegrate

StatisticalStatistical & & 

geographicalgeographical

referencereference datasetsdatasets

ExtractExtract, cross, cross--

check check 

codificationcodification

Data Data fromfrom monitotingmonitoting

stations, stations, samplessamples

Analyse & Analyse & 

processprocess
monitoring monitoring 

datadata

Administrative 

divisions, 

management  

areas…

Socio-ecological 

units, river 

catchments or risk 

perimeters…
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System for PAPBio Natural Capital Accounts

Programme d‘Appui pour la Préservation de la BIOdiversité et les écosystèmes fragiles, 

à la gouvernance environnementale et au changement climatique en Afrique de l’Ouest

10/07/2019
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Examples of land and ecosystem natural capital accounts

Land cover account for Europe: 

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Burkina Faso / IGB & IGNFI, 2009, LEAC/BDOT

Land over account 1992-2002

M ain annual  conversions between agriculture 

and  fores ts/ dry se mi-natura l land in  ha/year

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Wi thd rawa l o f fa rming without
sig nifica nt wood land  cre ati on

Wi thd rawa l o f fa rming with

woo dla nd cre atio n

Co nve rsion fro m we tla nds to

ag ri culture

Co nve rsion fro m d ry semi-na tural &
natural land to  a gri culture

Co nve rsion fro m forest to
ag ri culture

Diachronic analysis and land 

cover account  in Burkina Faso

Gabriel JAFFRAIN (IGNFI)

Oumar Issa SANNON (IGB) 

© BDOT - Burkina Faso – EIONET meeting Copenhague 30-31st January 2006

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability and Change  in Mauritius (Provisional results)

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

ECU value by Socio-Ecological Landscape 

Units, 2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

Change in ECU value, % by Socio-Ecological 

Landscape Units, 2000-2010

Experimental ENCA,

Mauritius Case Study (IOC, 2014)

Source:  UNCEEA meeting 2014 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/ceea/meetings

/ninth_meeting/UNCEEA-9-8e.pdf

Net Landscape 

Ecological Potential 

(NLEP) 2012 

Gains and Losses in 

NLEP 1990-2012 

Change in Small Rivers 

Ecological Condition 

2009-2015 (%)

Ecosystem Natural Capital Accounts of the Rhône River Basin 
Preliminary results

(Arguello J., Weber J.-L., Parmentier H. and Negrutiu I., 2018, ENS Lyon, France)

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Pilot ENCA for Mauritius: 

Total Ecosystem Capability (in ECU) (left) 

and Change 2000-2010 (right)

ENCA for the Rhone River Catchment : NLEP (left), Change in 

NLEP 1900-2012 (middle) and Change in Small Rivers Ecological 

Condition 2009-2015 (right)

Land over account 1992-2002

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



Examples of land and ecosystem natural capital accounts

Land cover account for Europe: 

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Burkina Faso / IGB & IGNFI, 2009, LEAC/BDOT

Land over account 1992-2002

M ain annual  conversions between agriculture 

and  fores ts/ dry se mi-natura l land in  ha/year

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Wi thd rawa l o f fa rming without
sig nifica nt wood land  cre ati on

Wi thd rawa l o f fa rming with

woo dla nd cre atio n

Co nve rsion fro m we tla nds to

ag ri culture

Co nve rsion fro m d ry semi-na tural &
natural land to  a gri culture

Co nve rsion fro m forest to
ag ri culture

Diachronic analysis and land 

cover account  in Burkina Faso

Gabriel JAFFRAIN (IGNFI)

Oumar Issa SANNON (IGB) 

© BDOT - Burkina Faso – EIONET meeting Copenhague 30-31st January 2006

Land and Ecosystem Accounts in Europe: Sprawl of artificial areas 1990-2000
Urban and infrastructure land development 

"1990" - 2000 - EUR23 - ha/year

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000

Land uptake by

housing, services

and recreation

Land uptake by

industrial &

commercial sites

Land uptake by

transport netw orks &

inf rastructures

Land uptake by

mines, quarries and

w aste dumpsites

Origin of artificial land uptake as %  of total, 

"1990"- 2000, EUR23 

6%

9%

1%
Arable land & permanent

crops

Pastures & mixed farmland

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability and Change  in Mauritius (Provisional results)

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

ECU value by Socio-Ecological Landscape 

Units, 2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

Change in ECU value, % by Socio-Ecological 

Landscape Units, 2000-2010

Experimental ENCA,

Mauritius Case Study (IOC, 2014)

Source:  UNCEEA meeting 2014 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/ceea/meetings

/ninth_meeting/UNCEEA-9-8e.pdf

Net Landscape 

Ecological Potential 

(NLEP) 2012 

Gains and Losses in 

NLEP 1990-2012 

Change in Small Rivers 

Ecological Condition 

2009-2015 (%)

Ecosystem Natural Capital Accounts of the Rhône River Basin 
Preliminary results

(Arguello J., Weber J.-L., Parmentier H. and Negrutiu I., 2018, ENS Lyon, France)

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Pilot ENCA for Mauritius: 

Total Ecosystem Capability (in ECU) (left) 

and Change 2000-2010 (right)

ENCA for the Rhone River Catchment : NLEP (left), Change in 

NLEP 1900-2012 (middle) and Change in Small Rivers Ecological 

Condition 2009-2015 (right)

Land over account 1992-2002

36%

48%

Forests and transitional

woodland shrub

Natural grassland, heathland,

sclerophylous vegetation

Open spaces with little or no

vegetation

Wetlands

Water bodies

Mean annual urban and infrastructures land take 

as %  of Artificial land cover "1990"
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Examples of land and ecosystem natural capital accounts

Land cover account for Europe: 

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Burkina Faso / IGB & IGNFI, 2009, LEAC/BDOT

Land over account 1992-2002
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and  fores ts/ dry se mi-natura l land in  ha/year
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cover account  in Burkina Faso
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© BDOT - Burkina Faso – EIONET meeting Copenhague 30-31st January 2006

Main annual  conversions between agriculture 

and forests/ dry semi-natural land in ha/year

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Withdrawal of farming without

significant woodland creation

Withdrawal of farming with

woodland creation

C onversion from wetlands to

agriculture

C onversion from dry semi-natural &

natural land to agriculture

C onversion from forest to

agriculture

Diachronic analysis and land 

cover account  in Burkina Faso
Total Ecosystem Capital Capability and Change  in Mauritius (Provisional results)

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

ECU value by Socio-Ecological Landscape 

Units, 2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

Change in ECU value, % by Socio-Ecological 

Landscape Units, 2000-2010

Experimental ENCA,

Mauritius Case Study (IOC, 2014)

Source:  UNCEEA meeting 2014 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/ceea/meetings

/ninth_meeting/UNCEEA-9-8e.pdf

Net Landscape 

Ecological Potential 

(NLEP) 2012 

Gains and Losses in 

NLEP 1990-2012 

Change in Small Rivers 

Ecological Condition 

2009-2015 (%)

Ecosystem Natural Capital Accounts of the Rhône River Basin 
Preliminary results

(Arguello J., Weber J.-L., Parmentier H. and Negrutiu I., 2018, ENS Lyon, France)

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Pilot ENCA for Mauritius: 

Total Ecosystem Capability (in ECU) (left) 

and Change 2000-2010 (right)

Land over account 1992-2002

cover account  in Burkina Faso

Gabriel JAFFRAIN (IGNFI)

Oumar Issa SANNON (IGB) 
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Examples of land and ecosystem natural capital accounts

Land cover account for Europe: 

Urban Sprawl  1990-2000 (in red) 

Burkina Faso / IGB & IGNFI, 2009, LEAC/BDOT

Land over account 1992-2002
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Total Ecosystem Capital Capability and Change  in Mauritius (Provisional results)

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

ECU value by Socio-Ecological Landscape 

Units, 2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

Change in ECU value, % by Socio-Ecological 

Landscape Units, 2000-2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability and Change  in Mauritius (Provisional results)

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

ECU value by Socio-Ecological Landscape 

Units, 2010

Total Ecosystem Capital Capability (inland):

Change in ECU value, % by Socio-Ecological 

Landscape Units, 2000-2010

Experimental ENCA,

Mauritius Case Study (IOC, 2014)

Source:  UNCEEA meeting 2014 

https://unstats.un.org/unsd/envaccounting/ceea/meetings

/ninth_meeting/UNCEEA-9-8e.pdf
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Ecosystem Natural Capital Accounts of the Rhône River Basin 
Preliminary results

(Arguello J., Weber J.-L., Parmentier H. and Negrutiu I., 2018, ENS Lyon, France)
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The ECU Metrics and Policy Measures

Policies to Halt or Mitigate 
Ecosystem Degradation

Traditional policies

• Regulations, command & control

• Fiscal policy, taxes, PPP

• Public procurements (conditionality) 

Novel or emerging policies involving all actors

• Statement of ecosystem degradation & 

Policies to Support Ecosystem 
Conservation & Enhancement

Traditional policies

• Public investments (conditionality) 

• Subsidies to programmes (conservation, 

reforestation, organic agriculture, water 

treatment…)

• Public procurements (conditionality) 

Novel or emerging policies
• Statement of ecosystem degradation & 

ecological debts (ecological balance-

sheet)

• Green finance (conditionality) 

• Rating  sovereign & private financial risks

• Integration of ESG (Environmental, Social 

and Governance) risks factors (OECD) 

• Nature offset payments & banking

Novel or emerging policies

• Statement of ecosystem enhancement 

and ecological receivables  for nature 

conservation and restoration (ecological 

balance-sheet)

• Green finance (conditionality) 

• Nature offset payments and banking

Liability/Accountability/Responsibility:  No Net Ecosystem Degradation (in ECU)

Depreciation recording: Provision of the amount of money needed to remediate degradation

J.-L. Weber, 3 July 2019, WIOMSA



Before your questions to me: my questions to you…

1. Definition and mapping of accounting units for the sea and oceans

– ENCA has been designed mostly from a land perspective. It includes Marine Coastal 

Units (see Mauritius accounts) and is open for the broad coverage but would require 

more reflection.

– How to improve the design of MCU? How MCU could be produced in the WIO? 

Using marine atlases? Archipelagos of MPAs or EBSAs? 

– What about seabed mapping? Sea grass beds…

– Global Maps? REEFBASE?  IWQ by UNESCO Others?– Global Maps? REEFBASE?  IWQ by UNESCO Others?

– What about boundaries of National waters, EEZ?

– What about sea mounts mapping?

2. How to do diagnoses with the minimum of (accessible) data?
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Thank you! Merci!

Jean-Louis Weber

jlweber45@gmail.com

http://www.ecosystemaccounting.net/
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